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ALDEN PARKES ANNOUNCES WORTH AVENUE COLLECTION BY
JACOB LUKAS DESIGN
Alden Parkes will launch Italian-inspired furnishing & casegood pieces during
High Point Market in April 2022.

HIGH POINT, N.C. – FEBRUARY 9, 2022 – Alden Parkes has announced the launch
of the Worth Avenue Collection designed by Kurt Miller and Lukas Mack of Jacob
Lukas Design. The collection, which was made in Italy, holds Italian-inspired elements
such as clean lines, muted gold accents, rich finishes, and custom hardware as jewelry.
“Rooted in classicism, we refer to these pieces as ‘Palladio Meets Palm Beach’,”
explains Kurt Miller of Jacob Lukas Design. “With influences from Rome to Hollywood
Regency, this exciting collection combines the finest in Italian craftsmanship and classic
Palm Beach style, while emphasizing amazing details and finishes as well as custom
designed hardware exclusively found at Alden Parkes.”
The collection will include pieces suited for dining, bedroom, and living room spaces
and will be on display inside Alden Parkes’ High Point Market Showroom.
“We are thrilled to introduce the Worth Avenue Collection and showcase its Italian
design flair,” says Lynne McArdle, president of Alden Parkes. “Kurt and Luke used their

travels abroad to influence the style of the pieces, drawing inspiration from art and
architecture.”
The Alden Parkes High Point Market showroom will be open throughout the duration of
High Point Market, April 2-6, 2022.
###
Download High-Res Imagery:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/13u0rwwffm6ircg/AACG-WKFObPXKCf3bvvmfx1Ja?dl=0
About Alden Parkes:
Alden Parkes offers an extensive line of products, including upholstery, occasional
tables, dining, cabinetry, bedrooms, and mirrors. Taking inspiration from furniture
classics, our designers have incorporated refreshing flourishes, giving new life to great
moments in the art of furniture design. The company offers a broad spectrum of styles
and shapes, ranging from formal traditional to clean contemporary and everything in
between.
Our quality story begins with materials. Meticulous attention is given to selecting
premium materials for crafting wood and upholstered furniture. Wood carvings are
masterfully produced by hand. Our hardware is solid brass, using the lost wax casting
method. Finishes range from unique and fine veneers, to a subdued, casual distressed
application.
Standard construction features include solid-wood cores, wooden drawer glides, English
dovetail drawers that are well sanded and finished, screwed-on, inset back panels, and
mortise and tenon construction with screwed-in corner blocks. Alden Parkes’ attention
to detail is reflected in their upholstered furniture as well. Manufactured in the USA, our
upholstery frames are built of solid hardwood and high-end construction for consistent
and durable seating comfort.
About Jacob Lukas Design:
Chicago-based and midwestern at its core, Jacob Lukas Design has quickly ascended
the ranks of today's most well-known interior design firms. Led by energetic design duo
Kurt Jacob Miller and S. Lukas Mack, this youthful firm has fast garnered a reputation
for vibrant and elegant interiors that bring layered practicality to residential projects
across the country. Supported by backgrounds in Interior Design and Visual Arts, Miller
and Mack are antique and decorative art aficionados, frequently drawing upon classic

design elements and weaving them into contemporary narratives that reveal the story and style - of their clients. In addition to Jacob Lukas Design, this forward-thinking team
has partnered with North Carolina-based Alden Parkes Furnishings for a collection of
globally inspired case goods and is set to introduce the Jakob & John family of
decorative hardware in Spring 2022. For more information, visit
JacobLukasDesign.com.

